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Today, more and more scientific groups are developing application for their purposes. Citizen science is
relatively new domain of science that has already proved that it may be as beneficial as classical science.
One of the major challenges citizen science constantly face is the data quality assurance. Several techniques
are used to verify data quality – expert evaluation, voting systems, etc. That is where data provenance comes
into play. Data provenance is used in many scientific systems and provides reliable mechanism for tracking
data history. It includes history of origin, changes, and all interaction between different parts of data. Data
provenance by itself has many types such as: “Why - provenance”, “Where - provenance”, and “How provenance”.
This research has produced a prototype of a database with built-in data provenance. Several databases
systems and models have been taken into consideration. Several experiments have been made to test the
limitations of proposed prototype.
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В настоящее время все больше и больше исследовательских групп создают различные приложения
для своих целей. Гражданская наука — это область науки, которая, несмотря на свою
относительную новизну, уже успела доказать свою состоятельность и способность внести вклад в
исследования наравне с классической наукой. Одной из проблем, с которыми постоянно
сталкивается гражданская наука, является верификация информации. Существует множество
методов для решения данной проблемы – экспертная оценка, система голосований и т.д. Структура
происхождения данных одна из них. Она используется во множестве научных систем и
представляет достаточно надежный механизм для отслеживания происхождения данных. Данная
система может включать в себя историю происхождения, изменений и взаимодействий между
различными элементами данных. Структура происхождения данных включает в себя несколько
видов.
Задача проекта в том, чтобы создать прототип базы данных со встроенной системой происхождения
данных. На этапе имплементации прототипа было рассмотрено несколько вариантов систем баз
данных и моделей. Над разработанным прототипом также был проведен ряд испытаний и
экспериментов.
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ABBREVIATIONS
API

Application Programming Interface

HTML

Hyper Text Markup Language

CSS

Cascading Style Sheets

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid

MDT

Marine Debris Tracker

SWMS

Scientific Workflow Management System

SDSC

San Diego Supercomputer Center

GUI

Graphical User Interface

SCUFL

Simple Conceptual Unified Flow Language

DAG

Directed Acyclic Graph

DCP

Dynamic Critical Path

GA

Genetic Algorithm

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification

BID

Block – independent – disjoint

ACID

Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability

OPM

Open Provenance Model

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

XML

Extensible Markup Language

CRUD

Create, read, update, and delete
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Citizen Science is a relatively new domain of study. Being a platform for voluntary participation
of amateur scientists in scientific endeavors. It has proved its relevance and value on the same
level as Classical Science [1]. Its main objective is to contribute data, monitor the problem and
help find the solution. Citizen Science allows to expand research capacity while providing
stimulating opportunities for participants, engaging volunteers directly in conservation science and
management, and improving science and environmental literacy.
During the recent years, this field of science has grown rapidly [2]. Societies of citizen sciences
have been established around the world - in the United States, Europe, and Australia. Universities,
international and national organizations together with the government agencies have recognized
its potential and use citizen science for their work. Moreover, many of new formed organizations
devoted to the citizen science have very strong goals [2].
Although citizen science creates huge amount of data with the potential for scientific progress
facilitation, data quality verification is still one of the issues due to limitations of existing database
structures [3].
Data validation is important for checking its usefulness and relevance by establishing the quality.
In citizen science applications with such domains as biology and ecology, data without validation
or species without proper recognition are considered having limited value [4].
1.1

The research problem

Today there are a lot of citizen science databases. However, data validation is still a huge issue.
The purpose of this research is to study influence of provenance structure in citizen science
databases for data verification.
The idea of the thesis is to study provenance structure in terms of citizen science. This may be
studied upon particular citizen science applications. It requires to consider several provenance
techniques for databases and evaluate its influence.
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1.2

Research objectives and questions

The main objective of the thesis is to study data provenance and its influence on the citizen science
databases. Data provenance in database will help future researchers use these findings in their data
quality verifications.
Based on these considerations the following research questions have been concluded:
1. What is the provenance data and what applications use it and what kind of applications
benefit from it?
2. What are the benefits of provenance in databases?
3. How provenance structure can be applied to citizen science application databases and
assess the performance?
The research tasks and objectives are:
1. To describe the citizen science term.
2. To define data quality verification problem.
3. To collect relevant articles about citizen science, citizen science databases, data quality
verification, data provenance.
4. To describe data provenance domain.
5. To build a prototype implementing data provenance techniques
1.3

Phases of the research

During the research following phases have been considered:
1. Topic selection - phase, when all possible topics for the research are taken into
consideration. Brainstorming is a proper approach for this stage. By the end of this phase
author has a general understanding of the research topic, which allows to move to the next
stage. The deadline is 30.10.2017.
2. Building of a mind map - during that phase general knowledge about the topic is used to
create a set of key phrases and logical connections between them. Key phrases of this stage
will be used in the further literature research stage. The deadline is 25.01.2018.
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3. Research questions formulation - during this phase all basic questions for the research are
formulated. Typically, there should not be more than 4 questions. Thesis has to solve all
this questions. The deadline is 30.01.2018.
4. Thesis proposal presentation to the supervisor - initial version of a presentation for the
proposal is created during this phase. Presentation includes all basic proposal elements
(Topic, Introduction, Problem statement, Research Questions, Timetable, Expected
outcome). The deadline is 31.01.2018.
5. Post-mortem phase - during this phase all proposal presentation drawbacks are taken into
consideration. The deadline is 01.02.2018.
6. Literature review - this phase includes searching literature resources in different scientific
databases (e.g. IEEE, ACM, Springer, and WEB of Knowledge.). Typically, keywords
from the previous stage are used to find relevant articles, books and journals. The deadline
is 20.02.2018.
7. Implementation of the system – during this phase all knowledge about provenance has to
be applied to a test database. The deadline is 10.03.2018.
8. Analysis of results – during this phase results of the previous stage are analyzed to be
represented in the final version of the Thesis. The deadline is 20.03.2018.
9. Final version of the Thesis - this stage is emphasized on writing according to the
information collected during all previous stages. The deadline is 15.04.2018.
10. Final Thesis submission - final version of the Master Thesis has to be based on proposal
and answer all research question stated during stage 4. The deadline is 30.04.2018.
1.4

Resources required

Software and hardware
Personal computer and software that is necessary for the project.
Time
Time is very important resource for this research, because author has time only until
beginning of May to fulfill the requirements.
Number of relevant articles.
Besides that, work is limited on number of relevant articles, required for this research.
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1.5

Outcomes of the research

By the end of the research the influence of provenance structures on data quality verification in
citizen science databases is expected to be studied and presented. It may be represented as an
example of real existing database with data provenance. From the further research perspective,
there are several possible topics, such as: implementation of data provenance in real existing
citizen science database.
1.6

Literature review

Following scientific databases have been used for selecting relevant articles: ACM, IEEE, and
Springer.
The keywords, used for this research: “Citizen Science”, “Citizen Science Databases”, “Citizen
Science database design”, “data provenance”, “data quality verification”, “citizen science
provenance”.
Table 1. Articles in databases

Database
name

“Citizen
Science”

“Citizen
Science
database”

“Citizen Science
database design”

“data
provenance”

“data
quality
verification”

“citizen
science
provenance”

IEEE
ACM

1755
71140

107
12376

30
3936

674
80727

904
96864

2
591

Springer

1911

23456

17866

13876

64032

1837

642

34

5

1561

547

104

5926

204

38

296

21

9

Science
direct
Web of
knowledge

Articles have been searched with publication years between 2010 and 2017. The process starts
from a general phrase and then results are narrowed down by adding precise phrases to achieve
exact results. Only then it is possible to look for relevant articles. Table 1 provides information
about the number of articles on each key phrase in 5 different scientific databases.
Also, it is worth to mention that these tables represent only information about the number of
articles. However, not every article in these databases contain relevant articles.
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1.7

Research Methodology

This research consists of two central actions: a systematic literature study and a quantitative
empirical research. The literature study covers:
•

Citizen Science

•

Scientific workflow

•

Data Provenance.

The empirical study demands at least two major requirements:
1. Implementing data provenance structure in citizen science database prototype. Several
published articles are used for this purpose in the thesis.
2. Analyzing the efficiency of proposed solution and its overheads.
1.8

Structure of the thesis

This subsection contains the thesis structure. The thesis itself is divided into five chapters. Chapter
2 includes the literature study. Subsection 2.1 explores citizen science. The purpose of this section
is to provide basic knowledge about the major domain of the thesis. This chapter also describes
main issues of this domain which leads to subsection 2.2 with focus on scientific workflow
systems. It also provides specification for its’ algorithms and architecture. The last but not least
subsection 2.3 is based on data provenance itself and describes different types of provenances.
Chapter 3 is focused on requirements of the prototype and observation of possible solutions.
Chapter 4 introduces implementation phase and provides analysis of the experiment and results.
The final Chapter 5 shortly summarizes all thesis, describes limitations of the experiment phase,
and gives possible directions for future work.
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2.

RELATED WORK

2.1

Citizen Science

Today the more scientific tools and instruments you have, the more sets of data may be collected.
Still, they have several issues. Some problems just do not have proper or elegant algorithms to
solve them, while it may take time to find a solution for others.
Nevertheless, there is still hope – since technologies and Internet are evolving, it brings more and
more ways for problem solving and citizen science is one of them. It is a relatively new domain of
science that allows people to participate in a scientific process by contributing data. In this case,
citizens are volunteers who are making observations, collecting data, making measurements and
finally interpreting data without any scientific knowledge. By doing so, citizens are able to
improve science by making such observations around the world in a way that would not possible
earlier [5]. The Internet has enabled existing of projects that can be accomplished online since it
is possible to attach media files such as video, photo, and audio.
Complex data analysis in citizen science is caused by improvements of computational techniques
and statistical tools. Existing mobile phones and wearable devices allows social groups, who are
not served enough by citizen science before, to participate in this process [6].
Despite its young age, citizen science has already proved relevance and ability to be as beneficial
as classical science [1]. Moreover, during the 2013 US government recognized the value of this
domain and White House’s Office of Science and Technology hosted the Citizen Science
Champions of Change event for honoring the scientists whose works have been based on
crowdsourcing or citizen science [5].
Typically, citizen science applications are used in astronomy, ecology and biology. One of the
greatest examples of citizen science is eBird [7]. This application absorbs all the data about birds’
population. There are over 5 million observations every month about birds across the world that
are done by this app. All observations are queried to the central database where they can be
collected, analyzed and documented [6].
Besides eBird, there are huge variety of existing citizen science applications. Table 2 represents
survey results of science initiatives that contributed case studies including start date, scope,
observation domain, number of participants, and number of records [8].
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Table 2. Citizen science applications statistics
Start
Tilte

date

Scope

Observations

Participants

Records

Big Garden
Bird Watch

1979

UK

Birds

592475

100000000

eBird

2002

Global

Birds

25000

100000000

Galaxy Zoo

2007

Global

300000

200000000

Weather
Observations
Website

2011

Global

Weather

2000

38000000

Old Weather

2010

Global

Weather

16400

1600000

Galaxy
classification

As can be seen in Figure 1, the architecture of citizen science application is generally the same mobile or Web client, PHP server and underlying MySQL database [9]. Fundamentally, the base
of the website is a database (NoSQL, or MySQL) which keeps all data and elements that are
necessary for the maintenance of this website. To ensure that the level of response remains high
videos and photos may be stored on external resources and database in this case contain only links
to this data.

Figure 1 Architecture of citizen science application [9]
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As server side is powered by PHP, it allows to connect to the database, retrieve or update data
together with login. The client application or the web site is driven by Javascript, using
GoogleMaps API to use users’ location. HTML together with CSS are used for client side
designing. Interaction of the server and the client sides uses AJAX – which allows part of a web
page to be refreshed without changing another part (using HTML DIVS to divide the page into
sub components). AJAX also allows the illusion of a permanent ‘session’ on the web page (where
as in fact the web is stateless).
As one of the examples, Marine Debris Tracker application has been developed to report and gather
information about litter and debris in lakes, rivers, and especially at ocean coast. As demonstrated
in Figure 2 and Figure 3, there are several screens - authorization screen, report screen, and finally
confirmation screen [9].

Figure 2 Screens of MDT (Marine Debris Tracker) mobile application [9]

Figure 3 Screen of Web application to report noise samples [9]
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Despite all the pros of citizen science there are few cons such as disjunction, incompleteness, and
outdatedness of databases [9]. Quality of data and improper analysis approach are two more issues.
For example, decline of neotropical migrants, that have been considered to be conservation
biologists for around 50 years. Initially declines are caused by tropical deforestation, according to
BBS (North American Breeding Bird Survey) data [10]. Subsequent analysis, on the contrary,
suggested that declines are a statistical artifact and they are real, only caused by brown-headed
cowbird parasitism [10]. This example demonstrates that different approaches applied to the same
data set may result in absolutely opposite conclusions.
According to the several surveys data quality may depend on observer’s basic knowledge of
domain and his/her age. For example, The North American Amphibian Monitoring Program
employs volunteers for frogs’ roads keeping. Program experts found out that not every participant
could distinguish sound of particular frog from another one. Since then every participant should
pass the quiz to prove ability to contribute correct data [10].
Another study proved that older generation’s participants are able to differentiate between species
with higher level of correctness and therefore provide data that are more correct [10]. As an
example, youngers who studied in third or seventh grade are able to correctly identify only 75% 95% species respectively, and students who have at least two years of high school education are
able to identify species more correctly. So-called ‘first year’ factor, when observers provide data
with higher quality over the time, also should be taken into consideration. Improvements are
connected with protocols familiarity, identification skills improvement, and increased awareness
of domain. In the French Breeding Bird Survey it was estimated that the average increase in the
detected abundance of bird species between the first and all subsequent years at about 4.3% [10].
Another way to ensure data quality is expert review. Quality control via expert review implies
validation, which means that a third party evaluates data and determines whether it is acceptable
[3]. This is, basically, the process of judgment of the probability that the record is reliable. For
example, location and time parameters may have been reported with acceptable precision and
object of interest is identified correctly. Of course, there is a difference between this process and
classical science, since latter rely on physical vouchers (e.g., Deoxyribonucleic acid). Although,
such approach is impossible for citizen science, it is allowed to use digital artifacts as vouchers
(e.g., photo, video, audio).
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Although data quality of citizen science applications is still doubtful by the casual users and
scientists, several researches show that appropriate training improves quality of collected data
which make its’ quality equal to the experts’ ones [11]. It has been estimated, that eBird
application provided data that have been used in more than 90 book chapters and articles that are
covering such topics as: biology, ecology, climate change etc. Another project Zooniverse, that
has been designed to solve climate and astronomy issues, got around 50 articles on different topics
ranging from space to the environment issues [12].
Citizen science provides opportunities for people with different backgrounds and cultures to
address society-driven questions [6]. For example, Grupo Tortugero – network for monitoring
turtles, supports scientific work [12]. Collaboration of citizens and scientist in this project has
helped to establish protected sea areas for turtles. Another example – The West Oakland
Environmental Indicators Project encouraged citizens who live in financially dysfunctional
neighborhood to collect and report about air quality [12].
To sum up, considering the conservatism of classical scientific communities with respect to quality
of data and diversity of participants’ experience and knowledge, the citizen science data quality
issue requires tracking of data creation processes along with validation and modification processes.
That is where provenance and scientific workflow are coming into play.
2.2

Scientific workflow

A lot of scientific discoveries today are made as a result of computations and manipulations on
huge amounts of data. It would be impossible without scientific workflow systems. More and more
scientists start using these systems to automate the process in order to make useful data from raw
datasets. Scientific workflow system is a formal specification of a scientific process, which may
represent, streamline, and automate steps from dataset selection and integration, computation and
analysis, to make presentation and visualization of correct final result [13]. The scientific workflow
methodology has been successfully implemented in such scientific domains as bioinformatics,
genetics, astrophysics, and geophysics [16]. A Scientific Workflow Management System (SWMS)
supports processes’ specifications, executions, and monitoring.
Provenance management is also important for SWMS since it provides scientific discovery
reproducibility and interpretation of results and diagnosis. Provenance metadata keeps history of
data, its origination, data sources, intermediate reformation, and all the steps that have been applied
15

to original data. This issue of records’ effectiveness is provenance management concern. It is also
dedicated to the recording, representation, querying, and visualization issues. Provenance is
essential for scientific workflow for results interpretation and problem diagnosis [14].
Current trend is cloud computing which provides elastic computer resources for scientific
workflows of different complexity. Nowadays, researchers besides using traditional resources tend
to use multiple cloud resources in the research process, and as the result, they have to decide how
to combine these two approaches to build scientific workflow on top of them [15].
For this purpose, cloud federations have been implemented. Cloud federations are interconnection
of several cloud-computing environments and service providers for the purpose of load balancing
traffic. Like traditional clouds, federations are able to be scaled up, down or out. The feature of
these federations is that they may be scaled beyond boundaries of single cloud providers. It is also
possible to build hybrid federated infrastructures that cover private or public clouds, local data
centers and supercomputers [15].
One of the most crucial parameters of SWMS is scheduling algorithm [16]. Some scientific
workflow projects have their own algorithms for particular purposes [17, 18]. Despite the fact that
these algorithms may show a good performance, they are beneficial only to their own situation and
they are not that scalable and extensible. Although some algorithms may provide shorter execution
time, they cannot perform load balancing. Other algorithms may be well balanced and demonstrate
good execution time, but the average scheduling time is intolerable. As a result, each scientific
project requires particular algorithm to apply [16].
One of the examples of scientific workflow may be Kepler project, which aims to produce an open
source system for designing and effective execution of scientific workflows [15]. Kepler project
is an open source scientific workflow system developed by UC Berkley and San Diego
Supercomputer Center (SDSC) [16]. This project has been successfully applied to astronomy and
biology projects. Kepler system includes GUI (graphical user interface) and execution engine to
help scientists carry out researches. Kepler implements actor-oriented modelling [19] paradigm.
Each task in the system is executed by particular actor. Actors in turn may be composed or atomic.
Another entity of Kepler project is director. This entity specifies order of execution in workflow,
and connection between actors. Execution order is called Model of Computation [19]. Director is
not tied to execution process directly, which provides user an opportunity to change computational
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model by GUI. As a result, execution process might be synchronous (e.g. Synchronous Data Flow
director) or asynchronous (e.g. Process Network director).
As demonstrated in Figure 4, Kepler interface includes plotters, table for components and data,
and canvas for actors, director, parameters, ports and relations.

Figure 4 Kepler Project interface [16]
Another example of Scientific Workflow Management System is Tavema [19]. It is the SWMS
that is used in biology and bioinformatics domain. It uses SCUFL (Simple Conceptual Unfied
Flow Language) for definition and further representation of calculations. Such feature allows to
use Tavema locally or remotely with equal quality.
Along with Kepler and Tavema there are huge variety of SWMS such as Galaxy, Pesasus,
ASKALON, etc. [19]
2.2.1

Scientific Workflow Management System architecture

Like any other system SWMS must meet following requirements [16]: it has to have user-friendly
interface, be reusable, support parallel computing, be fault tolerant and be able to share data. Liu
in his article [20] gives a five-level architecture for SWMS: presentation layer, user services layer,
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workflow execution plan generation layer, workflow execution plan execution layer and
infrastructure level. As demonstrated in Figure 5, in Application level users may construct
workflows, submit the requirements in the form of text or graphic. Features of modular
programming provide reusability and flexibility. Right after that workflow transmits into
mathematical models to operate on the next level. The scientific workflow is executed on the
service level. The connection between workflow execution and physical resources is handled by
the management layer. The scheduling module that is responsible for scheduling algorithm choice
plays the main role here. This layer is the core of SWMS. Provenance management on this level
is able to record derivation history of data. The last level is an infrastructure one. It expands
services by adding local resources. Big data is collected and stored at that level [16].

Figure 5 Scientific Workflow Management System structure [16]
2.2.2

Scientific Workflow Management System scheduling algorithms

The process of scheduling can be represented as DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), in which nodes
represent operations and edges are relations between them. Scheduling DAG problem belongs to
NP-complete problem class. Several heuristics algorithms have been developed in this area, such
as Max – Min algorithm and Min – Min algorithm [16].
The essence of Min – Min algorithm is to perform only one of tasks at a time, that is parallel and
requires minimal time [16, 21]. It may decrease the total calculation and execution time, but it
cannot promise load balance in case when some resources have a computing capability advantage.
18

The Max – Min algorithm is analogous to Min – Min one but the large tasks are scheduled first
[16]. In general, this algorithm provides less completion time and good load balance in most of the
workflows. It is also worth to mention that Max – Min algorithm is unappropriated when the
quantity of long tasks numerically exceeds the number of short ones.
Another heuristic algorithm is the Sufferage one, which is focused on the maximal loss of time
[22]. The essence of this algorithm is that it describes the difference of the expected completion
time with the best resource and the second-best resource as sufferage value, end priority goes to
the task with the highest sufferage value. Compared with two previous algorithms it gives better
overall performance, but it has been proven [23] that this algorithm is not that suitable for
workflow with data that is reused very often.
The Dynamic Critical Path (DCP) algorithm represents another type of heuristic algorithm [16].
This algorithm is time consuming and has to deals with homogenous processors that are not for
heterogeneous resources (e.g. cloud environment).
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a meta-heuristic algorithm that uses the larger space search for optimal
solutions [16]. Quite often GA provides optimal solution and it is the greatest compromise among
all algorithms. Anyway, the disadvantage is large time cost.
2.2.3

Description of a task in Scientific Workflow Management System

As it demonstrated at Fig. 6, DAG is a weighted graph where every edge has exact value. Set of
tasks is defined as
𝑇 = {𝑡% |1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁(𝑇)}
where 𝑁(𝑇) is the number of tasks. The tasks located at the beginning of tree edges are parent
ones and tasks at the end of the tree edges are child ones [16]. As in any directed graph where
every edge has its own direction, child node cannot execute until the parent finishes his execution.
The task that has no predecessors is called entry one. Accordingly, the task with no successors is
an exit one. The value of node is length of output and value of an edge represents size of output.
These are two most important parameters that affect scheduling process [16].
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Figure 6 A typical workflow presented in DAG [16]
2.3

Data provenance

Nowadays the tracking of data provenance is crucially important and few methods are proposed
for this purpose. Data provenance or sometimes lineage is used intensively in such fields as: audit
trail, replication recipes, data citation etc. [24].
Two major approaches for provenance recording exist – the first one is coarse-grain, which
records complete history of the data derivation. This approach tracks not only interaction between
programs, but data from external devices and sensors (e.g. cameras).
The second approach is fine – grain that is focused on the partial representation of resulting data
set. If for instance, researcher deals with relational database, the fine – grained provenance for a
tuple of the database is a tuple or data element in the source. There are few reasons to use fine –
grain approach [24]:
•

The whole workflow may be complicated with very simple derivation for the component
of interest.
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•

Workflow may not be available at that moment as a whole

•

Workflow may be characterized as a log of actions on particular element of database.

The fine – grain approach, in turn, can be divided into where- and why-provenance. Where –
provenance represents identification of elements of a source where the data was copied from [24].
Why – provenance keeps also justification for the element of output. The difference can be
demonstrated through the query with two relations - Emp(enumber, name, departid) and Depart(id,
departname) [24].
select

Emp.name, Depart.departname

from

Emp, Depart

where

Emp.departid = Depart.id

Now that we assume (Kim,CS) as a result of query execution, where – provenance for “Kim” is
the attribute “name” of Emp tuple which value is “Kim”. Suggestion of which Emp tuple with
value equal to “Kim” is made by the why – provenance of (Kim, CS) [24].
Why – provenance of the same tuple includes SQL query, tuple from Emp, tuple of Depart with
the properties that they fit the conditions of “departed” value (i.e. they both fit the where condition
of query), “name” of Emp tuple is equal to “Kim” and “departname” of the Depart is “CS” [24].
The concept of data provenance has been proposed by Wang and Madnick in early 2000 [25, 26,
27]. Initially they proposed algebra and polygen model that includes not only queries and their
results but also source attributions in each column and tuple [24]. Woodruff and Stonebraker later
proposed the theory of building fine - grained provenance based on database management system
[24, 28]. The idea was to give permission to programmers define weak inverses for the functions
in code. When a weak inverse is applied to element, the function returns approximation to the
provenance, which is associated with this function. Proposed solution also included verification
phase that verifies information returned by weak inverse [24]. Cui explored provenance
computation issues without weak inverses analyzed the operations of relational algebra [29].
Most of scientific works are dedicated to data provenance in deterministic or probabilistic
databases.
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2.3.1

The probabilistic databases

Since traditional database provides powerful capabilities for data modelling and processing, it may
suffer from semantical inadequacy [29]. In real existing applications the information is rarely
perfectly described and traditional database assumes that models reflect real world perfectly [29].
For these reasons special type of databases has been introduced by applying fuzzy logic,
probability, and soft computing. Uncertain data easily can be found in the integration of data
sources (e.g. automatic information extraction and data acquirement by sensor) [29], which
produces some level of uncertainty in database since several tuples may describe one object.
Typically, probabilistic databases consist of tuples along with probability parameter. The
computation of this parameter is one of the biggest issues of probabilistic databases. The difficulty
of correlations between these duplicated tuples is another issue.
If probabilistic database uses data provenance it means that it also stores history of data derivation
which later may be used for correlations processing. Two costs used for query evaluation in
probabilistic databases – the relational processing cost (e.g. selections, updates etc.), and the one
for probabilistic consequence.
But before talking about provenance in these databases it is necessary to introduce a key concept
– possible worlds data model. Let’s say that relational schema may be described as:
𝑅 = 𝑅/ , … , 𝑅2 ,
where 𝑅% is a name of relation and it relates to the set of attributes 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟(𝑅% ) with the key that is:
𝐾𝑒𝑦(𝑅% ) ⊆ 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟(𝑅% ) [30].
Define 𝐷 as a finite domain of values: 𝐷 is an active domain that is considered part of input. The
𝑇𝑢𝑝 is a collection of all tuples that has form:
𝑡 = 𝑅% (𝑎/ , … , 𝑎> ),
for some 𝑖 = 1, 𝑘 and 𝑎/ , … , 𝑎> ∈ 𝐷. Denote 𝐾𝑒𝑦 𝑡 the tuple consisting of the key attributes in
𝑡 [30, 44].
The state of database (i.e. the state of instance 𝐼) is unknown in probabilistic database. In contrast,
the database may persist in any of finite possible states 𝐼/ , 𝐼B , …, where every possible state is called
possible world. Thus, we come to the mathematical definition of a probabilistic database – it is a
space of probability
𝑃𝐷𝐵 = (𝑊, 𝑷)
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where the set of outcomes is a set of possible worlds
𝑊 = {𝐼/ , … , 𝐼G },
and 𝑷 is a function:
𝑷: 𝑊 → 0,1 𝑠. 𝑡.

M∈N 𝑷(𝐼 )

= 1 [30, 44].

Tables 3-5 are demonstrating few possible worlds of probabilistic database.
Table 3. A probabilistic database ({I1,I2,I3,…},P) with schema R(A,B,C,D) with possible world [30].

I1____________________
𝐴

𝐵

𝐶

𝐷

𝑎/

𝑏/

𝑐/

𝑑/

𝑎B

𝑏/

𝑐S

𝑑/

𝑎B

𝑏B

𝑐T

𝑑B

𝑃 𝐼/ = 0.06, (= 𝑝/ 𝑝S 𝑝V )
Table 4. A probabilistic database ({I1,I2,I3,…},P) with schema R(A,B,C,D) with possible world [30].

I2____________________
𝐴

𝐵

𝐶

𝐷

𝑎/

𝑏/

𝑐B

𝑑B

𝑎B

𝑏/

𝑐B

𝑑/

𝑎B

𝑏B

𝑐T

𝑑B

𝑃 𝐼B = 0.12, (= 𝑝B 𝑝X 𝑝V )
Table 5. A probabilistic database ({I1,I2,I3,…},P) with schema R(A,B,C,D) with possible world [30].

I3____________________
𝐴

𝐵

𝐶

𝐷

𝑎/

𝑏/

𝑐/

𝑑/

𝑎B

𝑏B

𝑐T

𝑑B

𝑃 𝐼S = 0.04, (= 𝑝/ (1 − 𝑝S − 𝑝T − 𝑝X )𝑝V )
The database itself has more possible worlds with all probabilities sum up to 1. The example
database has a schema R(A,B,C,D) but content of database in uncertain. If q is described as a query
of arity k with probabilistic database PDB=(W,P), then q(PDB) is distribution on query with output
of q(PDB) = (W’,P’), where
𝑊 [ = {𝑞(𝐼)|𝐼 ∈ 𝑊}, 𝑷[ 𝐽 =
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M∈N:^ M _` 𝑃(𝐼)

[30, 44].

Everything stated above means that query applied to the probabilistic database will result into
generation of the new probabilistic database by applying this query to every world separately. In
this case q(PDB) is an image probability space [31].
There are different ways of representation for probabilistic databases. All possible worlds could
be enumerated together with probabilities but it is barely possible. To simplify representation
tuples of databases will represent disjoint probabilistic events or independent ones. Probabilistic
database is called block – independent – disjoint (BID) when ∀𝑡/ , … , 𝑡G ∈ 𝑇, 𝐾𝑒𝑦(𝑡% ) ≠ 𝐾𝑒𝑦(𝑡c )
for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 implies 𝑷 𝑡/ , … , 𝑡G = 𝑷 𝑡/ … 𝑷(𝑡G ) [30, 44].
The specification for BID is (T, P) where 𝑇 ⊆ 𝑇𝑢𝑝 is a set of tuples – possible tuples, and 𝑷: 𝑇 →
[0, 1]. 𝐾 = 𝐾𝑒𝑦 𝑡 |𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 is the set of key values
∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾,

g∈h:ijk g _2 𝑃

𝑡 ≤ 1 [30, 44].

If assume that (T, P0) is a BID specification, then should exists a unique BID probabilistic database
PDB = (W, P) such that its set of possible tuples is T and for all 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 its marginal probability P(t)
is equal to P0(t) [30]. The size for BID specification is |T|.
Table 6 demonstrates BID with 16 possible worlds. There are 7 possible tuples and each of them
has its own probability. It also allows to make groups of possible tuples by keys.
Table 6. BID representation. There are 16 possible worlds and 3 of them represented in Tables 1-3 [30].
A

B

C

D

P

𝑎/

𝑏/

𝑐/

𝑑/

𝑝/ = 0.25

𝑐B

𝑑B

𝑝B = 0.75

𝑐S

𝑑/

𝑝S = 0.3

𝑐/

𝑑S

𝑝T = 0.3

𝑐B

𝑑/

𝑝X = 0.2

𝑐T

𝑑B

𝑝V = 0.8

𝑐X

𝑑B

𝑝p = 0.2

𝑎B

𝑎B

2.3.2

𝑏/

𝑏B

Deterministic databases

Deterministic execution of queries supposes that the database handles transactions, so that it
guarantees the fact that if the database is given the same transactional unit, it always results in the
same state [32]. When ACID (that is Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) promises only
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that transactions it is handled in a manner that is similar or equal to real order, deterministic
approach promises are much stronger.
The main feature of deterministic databases is that it provides replication, and which is more
important - high availability, since there is no communication between replicas required to keep
them consistent. Another advantage of deterministic database is the deadlock avoidance. Databases
do not have to make deadlock detection or abort transaction because of deadlock. Furthermore, it
is worth to mention that node failure or any other nondeterministic event is not causing abort of
transaction [32].
Concurrency is not allowed or allowed only in deterministic databases. Concurrency is only
allowed in case if system know what data will be accessed before the concurrent execution of
transaction will start. The case when concurrency is not allowed reduces flexibility, and the case
when allowed only concurrency requires more resources or rather automatization for detection of
read-write sets.
Some sort of agreement protocols is required to abort transaction in deterministic database. At the
moment of heavy load for database it might be necessary sometimes to abort transactions to avoid
system overload, from which deterministic database performance may suffer.
Additional layer is required for the cases when multiple replicas try to reach same input. This layer
receives requests from users and sends them to the database. If this layer includes more than one
machine, then agreement protocol must be applied between all these machines. As a result, it does
not reduce throughput and processing layer increases latency [32].
Along with advantages deterministic databases also have disadvantages – decrease in processing
flexibility that is caused by stronger guarantees stated above. When a transaction is handled by a
thread, database system has a small choice of other transactions to start in order to do the useful
work [32].
2.3.3

Open Provenance Model

The goal of current section is to represent OPM (Open Provenance Model). Understanding of OPM
is vital for the experiment chapter where entity – relationship model is used in mapping to the
database. The main purposes of OPM are [33]:
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•

To provide an exchange of provenance information between systems, that is powered by
compatibility layer.

•

To provide tools for developers who want to operate on provenance layer.

•

To support digital representation for different types of data that are produced by computers
or not.

•

To describe different levels of existence.

•

To describe main set of rules.

Three main elements persist in OPM – Artifact, Process, and Agent. An artifact is persistent state
that has physical or digital representation [33]. The process is an action or rather consequence of
actions executed on artifact and resulting in new artifacts [33]. Agent is an entity that is acting as
a participant of the process, controlling its execution [33]. The Open Provenance Model represents
the way of how artifacts have been derived.
Since OPM describes provenance as a directed graph, 5 types of dependencies exist according to
the Figure 7.

Figure 7 Edges in Open Provenance Model [33]
The first two types are describing relationships when process uses an artifact and artifact is created
by the process. Due to the fact, that several artifacts may be included in a process, it is important
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to denote roles (roles are defined by letter “R” on graphs). The third type describes dependency
when process is caused by an agent that is also acting as a catalyst. This type of dependency does
not represent data derivation relationships, but control relationships. The fourth type of
dependencies represents situation when artifact that has been used by process is unknown, but
some artifact is created as the result. In this case, it means that process P2 was triggered by the
process P1. The last type of dependency represents an opposite to the previous one [33].
The easiest way to illustrate dependencies stated above is Fig. 8 that represents a provenance graph.
The cake is cooked with ingredients such as: butter, eggs, sugar and flour [33].

Figure 8 Example of provenance graph [33]
The person who is responsible for an execution of a process is John (baker). Edges with types
“used”, “was generated by”, “was controlled by”, and “was derived from” are also represented on
this graph along with roles in brackets [33].
The Fig. 9 demonstrates the process of data contribution in “Atlas X Graphic” system. User John
Doe contributes data via PC1 Workflow by adding image (img1), header (hdr1), reference header
(hdrRef), and reference image (imgRef) [33].

Figure 9 Provenance graph in “Atlas X Graphic” [33]
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3.

EXPERIMENT

The literature review chapter considered provenance structures in terms of probabilistic and
deterministic databases, implementation chapter is studying these structures applied to NoSQL
databases. Current chapter describes NoSQL structure, that is used for the experiment, and the
process of capturing “How” and “Why” provenance. Additionally, this chapter includes the
description of an experimental application and results of an experiment.
3.1

Database requirements

First of all, it is necessary to describe an application that implements the database. Since “citizen
science applications” is one of the major topics of the thesis, it has been decided to build a database
for reports about water pollution that may be used in citizen science application.
Since this article does not require to build real application two example types of entities are
designed – User and Report. For Report model type it is required to create a predicated list of
pollution types similar to one that is used in Marine Debris Tracker (MDT) application [9]. This
list includes following types:
•

Plastic

•

Metal

•

Glass

•

Rubber

•

Cloth

It is also required to track the timestamp of the report to distinguish the old ones from the new
ones. One more obligatory data field is for location. Since we want to know the exact location of
a water pollution, the database may receive this data from an application due to the fact that today’s
web or mobile applications can get an access to the user location easily.
User model type includes all the information about the person who contributed data to the system.
There are also different roles for users – it might be some authorities’ representatives, casual users,
experts, or administrators. An additional field is used to reflect an approximate level of user
qualification. Snippet for User entity implementation is demonstrated in Appendix A.
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3.2

Database system selection

For an implementation part NoSQL database has been chosen. NoSQL abbreviation translates as
“Not only SQL” and allows to store huge volumes of unstructured data. This type of databases
provides primitive data models but weak security. Nonetheless, their strongest quality is dynamic
schema which allows storing in one collection or rather in table with different types of data that is
unstructured. These databases store data in the form of objects like JSON or XML instead of
relational models, which is a good option if data do not conform to a strictly relational database. It
allows to store different types of data such as video, photo, audio, etc. that is very important for
citizen science applications since participants want to send not only raw text but also upload
additional content. By being JSON – oriented, NoSQL database provides lower parse overhead
and support of binary data [34]. NoSQL queries are JavaScript based and have a syntax similar to
SQL ones.
Another reason is the fact that these databases are implemented with log systems for replication to
ensure expandability and partition across different servers. Today’s NoSQL databases support only
CRUD operations which are described as “create, read, update, and delete”. Here is the list of
possible NoSQL system solutions:
MongoDB system provides automatic logs which might help to implement and test data
provenance in citizen science applications [35]. This database system has a document – store type
where three main components are:
•

Mongod – data nodes used for storage and data retrieving.

•

Mongos – components for communication with other components.

•

Config – server – storage of metadata about all documents stored in mongod. In case of
node failure, metadata is used to provide sustainability.

Fig. 10 demonstrates coordination between these elements.
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Figure 10 Main components of MonoDB database [36]
Moreover, MongoDB uses key-value pairs to store data and additional payload. Model of key –
valued provenance proposed by Park [37] is also used in the implementation part.
Cassandra is another option for NoSQL databases. It represents wide – column store family. The
structure is demonstrated in Fig. 11 built on the ring topology. The fact that every node is identical
to each other provides sustainability. Every record that is stored in the database has its own token
hash value. In order to balance the load, tokens are distributed among nodes equally. Cassandra
provides replication on all nodes by data duplication [36].

Figure 11 Main components of Cassandra database [36]
HBase is powered by Hadoop map – reduce framework [38] and represents wide – column store
family of databases. According to Fig. 12 it has two clusters in its basis:
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•

Hadoop cluster – distributed framework that manages application and allows high access
to data.

•

Zookeper cluster – synchronization and configuration service that may be distributed.

Figure 12 Main components of HBase database [36]
For implementation part NoSQL database MongoDB has been chosen. Since MongoDB supports
only CRUD operations, additional built-in MapReduce framework is required for complex analytic
querying. Moreover, MongoDB understands geo-spatial coordinates and natively supports geospatial indexing which is crucial for citizen science applications. Last but not the least is the fact
that MongoDB in conjunction with third party frameworks provide even more than just data
storage. This system is commonly used in the development and that is why there is a lot of
information and articles about it, which is also one of the determining factors.
Having this, the implementation part might be separated on two steps – first is an implementation
of “How Provenance” which is stored in MongoDB and the second part “Why Provenance” which
is powered by MapReduce framework. Combination of both these types of provenances will give
enough information of the tuples in resulting databases. Third “Where Provenance” approach is
not applied to the system since it handles data contributed only by users and does not interact with
other external systems or databases. For this reason, provenance representing a source where the
data was copied from is not needed for proposed system.
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3.3

Implementation of “How – Provenance”

In order to capture “How - provenance” the system has to handle all the operations that final tuple
came through. Resources that require provenance may be listed as “resource expression”. It can
be written for particular document collection (which is similar to table in relational databases) like
this: <Database/Collection/Id>, or for the whole collection: <Database/Collection>, which means
that all documents in the current collection will be tracked with provenance [39].
MongoDB implements built-in capped collection Oplog for tracking all operations that happened
in the database. Capped collections are collections of fixed size in which documents are retrieved
in order of insertion [35]. When a collection is running out of memory the first records might be
erased so new data could be written [39].
Oplog collections in MongoDB include unique id, time, name of the operation, namespace with
the information of the database, and document affected by the operation with its new state. Primary
Oplog system tracks all operations that are used towards the primary node. The secondary ones
copy and execute these operations in an asynchronous process. To sum up, although Oplog
provides information for “How - provenance”, additional data about users or systems executing
the action have to be captured [39].
“How - provenance” is handled by Oplog script which is parallel to MongoDB process. When new
entry comes to Oplog, the system checks whether this data is required for provenance. If this is the
case, Oplog converts a timestamp to ISO date format, and operation is stored in separate
provenance collection [39].
The example of “How - provenance” captured for a document in citizen science application is
following: a database that is called “mydb” stores information about three main types of entities
such as Users, Reports, and Garbage. If it is required to track provenance for the particular user,
for example by using his Id, the expression may be specified in following way:
<mydb/Users/userID>. The schema for user data represented in Fig. 13, and the schema for reports
represented in Fig. 14.
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Figure 13 Schema for User entities

Figure 14 Schema for Report entities
The Fig. 15 and 16 demonstrates results of “How - provenance” for this document. For example,
administrator

wants

to

get

all

provenance

data

about

the

user

with

id

“5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe”. Since all data stored in NoSQL as JSON, results of “How –
provenance” are also represented in the same format. Provenance data is retrieved by
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“Provenance” key. The “OP_Type” key stores type of operation – input or update. Every operation
has its own timestamp represented in ISO date format.

Figure 15 Results of “How - provenance”

Figure 16 Console output of “How - provenance”
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3.4

Implementation of “Why - Provenance”

The provenance is called “Why - provenance” because it provides reason/witness for why the
particular output is obtained. A new model for that type of provenance is proposed by Harrison
[40]. It is powered by MapReduce framework and called RAMP (Reduce and Map Provenance).
The wrapper-based approach is used in this framework to store provenance by wrappers for
different components such as: Record Reader, Mapper, Reader, and etc. [39].
Because MapReduce computations by itself deliver computational overhead and delays, a lazy
approach is used in this work. Mapper and writer are writing data into two separate files. Mapper
takes (ki, vi) key – value pairs, and for every result the pair (ki, pi) is being recorded in file1, where
pi is id of the document. Reducer handles documents with similar key (ki, [v1,v2,..,vm]) and
produces output with the pair (ki,vi). The document writer writes pairs in the result collection that
is contained in file2. After the provenance is collected, system uses script that takes file1 and file2
and maps it to get the output results by key. As the result, final output will have structure of (V,
[p1, p2, … ,vn]) and list of all documents that contributed to the final result. The Fig. 17 represents
the diagram of how MapReduce works [39].
The Fig. 18 demonstrates “Why - provenance” output for Results entities.

Figure 17 Results of “Why - provenance” [39]
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Figure 18 “Why – provenance” for Results entities
The following example describes an application of “Why - provenance” together with “How provenance”. Since the main goal of the paper is to study data provenance in databases rather than
build an application, test database is created and populated with testing data. In the citizen science
application, the status of different users’ reports at different times is tracked in the database that is
illustrated in Table 7. Here user Emma Alley initially creates new report about plastic garbage in
the water, and due to the absence of information, it was considered as incorrect by the user John
Jonson. Month later the same user updates data complaining about metal in water and attach a
photo. User Madison Nerd analyses this report and finds it correct. At that moment, this post has
one negative and one positive vote. One more month later Alley updates report once again and
uploads audio record. Finally, user Nikita checks complete report and verify the contributed data.
Table 7. Users’ reports database.
Report ID

5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe

Date

2017-12-

Contributed

Description

User

Emma Alley

15

{“location”:

“61.05871

“garbageType”:

“Plastic”,

Additional Data

28.18871”,
“userID”:

“5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe”, “time”:

22:00:00

“Fri Dec 15 2017 22:00:00 GMT+0200
(EET)”, “correct”: 0}

5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe

2017-1215
22:15:34

John Jonson

{“location”:

“61.05871

“garbageType”:

“Plastic”,

28.18871”,
“userID”:

“5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe”, “time”:
“Fri Dec 15 2017 22:00:00 GMT+0200
(EET)”, “correct”: -1}
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5bbd46jel2c23592skqp52vs

2018-01-

John Jonson

01

{“location”:

“61.05872

“garbageType”:

“Metal”,

28.18872”,
“userID”:

“7ssq24vsr8m32583gdefs47fe”, “time”:

01:10:15

“Mon Jan 1 2018 01:10:15 GMT+0200
(EET)”, “correct”: 0}

5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe

2018-01-

Emma Alley

03

{“location”:

“61.05872

“garbageType”:

“Metal”,

28.18872”,
“userID”:

Photo

uploaded:

“5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe”, “time”:

10:14:01

“Wed Jan 3 2018 10:14:01 GMT+0200
(EET)”, “correct”: -1}

7bbv09gjg6v87655fghf55ce

2018-02-

Madison Nerd

23

{“location”:

“61.05853

“garbageType”:

“Glass”,

28.18870”,
“userID”:

Photo uploaded:

“2ewr95sdf3a21234sbxqe24gh”,

23:32:23

“time”: “Fri Feb 23 2018 23:32:23
GMT+0200 (EET)”, “correct”: -1}

5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe

2018-02-

Madison Nerd
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{“location”:

“61.05853

“garbageType”:

“Glass”,

28.18870”,
“userID”:

“2ewr95sdf3a21234sbxqe24gh”,

23:32:23

“time”: “Fri Feb 23 2018 23:32:23
GMT+0200 (EET)”, “correct”: 0}

5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe

2018-0303
10:14:01

Emma Alley

{“location”:

“61.05872

“garbageType”:

“Glass”,

28.18872”,
“userID”:

“5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe”, “time”:
“Sat

March

3

2018

10:14:01

GMT+0200 (EET)”, “correct”: 0}
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Audio uploaded

5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe

2018-03-

Nikita

05
12:34:23

{“location”:

“61.05872

“garbageType”:

“Cloth”,

28.18872”,
“userID”:

“5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe”, “time”:
“Sat

March

3

2018

10:14:01

GMT+0200 (EET)”, “correct”: 1}

By combining «Why - provenance» and «How - provenance» it is possible to get following schema
represented in Fig. 19. It is possible to keep track of every report in the system. Resulting
provenance table will represent keys and provenance hash values that are link to the particular
portions of information in the database. In case of the application, it is crucible to track the value
of “correct” field since the major point of having provenance in citizen science is to ensure in the
correctness of data that is collected by users.
Social network interaction between users might be applied to the citizen science applications. In
this case, every portion of data contributed by the user should be verified by other users. According
to this requirement, Report model contains counter “correct” which is analogous to likes counter
in any social networks. Researches shows that general correctness of the data might be gained by
users’ reviews [3].
Example illustrated in Table 7 reflect one of the possible situations when user updated the report
several times and the data he provided was considered as not reliable or correct by users two out
of three times, and by getting the complete provenance for this particular report it is possible to
see who, when, and how contributed to the final result.

Figure 19 Results for “How” and “Why” provenances
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3.5

Case study

Following section considers different possible use cases that are applied with data provenance, that
is described before. Since every table in the database is populated with the test entities and data, it
is possible now to take several situations into consideration.
Use case 1:
The following case represented in Fig. 20 describes the situation when a user uploads his report to
the system, but due to the lack of information and absence of proofs, other users consider this
report incorrect. As it mentioned above, the correctness of the data is verified by voting system. In
this particular case, users vote for this report as an incorrect.
{
“_id” : “myBD.Reports.5aac35ceb9c93378bcff47fe”,
“Provenance” : [
{

“Op_Type” : “i”
“Operation” : “{ “time”: “Sat Mar 24 2018 02:31:18 GMT+0200 (EET)”, “typeOfGarbage”: “Rubber”,

“contributedUser”: “{ “firstName” : “Emma”, “secondName” : “Alley”, “age” : “24”, “memberSince” : “Fri Mar
16 2018 23:23:26 GMT+0200 (EET)”}”, “correct” : “0”, “location” : “{ “longitude” : “93.05888”, “latitude” :
“30.18888”, “additionalData” : “null”}”
}”,
“Time” : ISODate(“2018-03-24T02:31:18”),
“user” : “Emma Alley”,
},
{

“Op_Type” : “u”
“Operation” : “{“$set”:{“correct”:“-1”}}”,
“Time” : ISODate(“2018-03-25T23:23:26”)
“user” : “Madison Nerd”,

},
{

“Op_Type” : “u”
“Operation” : “{“$set”:{“correct”:“-2”}}”,
“Time” : ISODate(“2018-03-26T23:23:26”)
“user” : “Nikita”,

},
]
}

Figure 20 Provenance records for report
A little later user updates his report with the photo that proves information provided in the original
post. Now users may verify this data and vote as “correct” which can be seen by “correct” field
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updates. As it is represented in Fig. 21, these updates are also reflected in provenance data.
Represented set of data is added to the original one. When the user uploads media file it is saved
with the key “additionalData” and if it is necessary to provide provenance data MongoDB system
returns hash value by this key.

Figure 21 Updates for particular report
To sum up, the whole provenance dataset for this particular report will look like it demonstrated
in Fig. 22.

Figure 22 Complete provenance for particular report
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Use case 2:
Another example of provenance in the database is when users suggest an update for another user’s
report. In this case, additional key – value element “suggestions” will append to the report model.
This element is an array that contains Ids of all users’ suggestions. Once again user uploads initial
report about water pollution with some video file. Initially, the value of “correct” field is set to 0
which means that nobody agreed or disagreed with provided information and it is considered as
unreliable. Since database stores coordinates for report entities, citizen science application may
recommend similar reports for the user based on his coordinates or ask for his help to validate
them.
Fig. 23 demonstrates provenance for this situation. Initially, user creates his report and a little later
another user creates another report. The system reads values for key “location” and assumes that
these two reports are quite similar and pushes them into “suggestions” array.

Figure 23 Complete provenance for the report and suggestions
4.

TESTING AND EVALUATION

This section includes information about data provenance testing, comparative analysis with other
applications and literature review on this topic.
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4.1

Comparative analysis

Due to the fact that not that many modern citizen science databases and applications provide open
API or access to their data, the comparison has been made regarding the iNaturalist [41], mPing
[42], and Dark Sky citizen applications [43]. The results of the comparison are provided in Table
8.

Dark Sky

eBird

Characteristics

mPing

Applications

iNaturalist

Table 8. Comparative analysis of citizen science applications.
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-

Free (of charge)
Ability to make
a report
Ability to update/
modify a report
Ability to recommend
an update to a user
Stability
Ability to get full
data provenance

The database system developed for master thesis has enough basic features that are necessary for
the citizen science application database. It allows to manage reports, make recommendations and,
what is more important – provides data provenance. It has user management. Unfortunately, the
developed prototype has categories that are different from other projects’ ones due to the fact that
all observed applications are used in different domains and it is not that easy to make common
categories for all of them.
Based on available literature about citizen science applications, following characteristics have
been chosen for comparative analysis: availability, stability, high level of interaction with the
system, and especially ability to track full data provenance. Level of interaction includes: ability
to make a report, ability to update or modify the report, and ability to recommend an update to
user. Since the author is limited in finances, it is necessary to observe only free citizen's science
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applications. All the interaction characteristics are based on API’s provided by the observed
services. As it can be seen from the Table 8 none of the systems provides data provenance.
Proposed database prototype includes 3 basic modules (see Figure 24). First of them operates on
Users dataset, second – on Reports dataset, and the third powered by Oplog framework to track
data provenance. Basically, it means that Oplog module is constantly listening to changes in
datasets and in case of any user requests may provide description of all operations applied on
particular data.

Figure 24 Complete provenance for the report and suggestions
4.2

Performance Analysis

For the experiment MongoDB 3.6.3 on an Intel Core i5-6200U CPU @ 2.30GHz x 4 Linux Ubuntu
Laptop with 8 GB RAM has been used.
For the database, two major characteristics have been chosen to evaluate performance – time and
storage. The time parameter includes a number of milliseconds required for query execution and
the storage parameter includes space on the disk that is required to store all collections with
corresponding provenance data.
Due to the fact that “how - provenance” is tracked by a tailable cursor which is parallel to
MongoDB, there is no overhead in time [39]. Nonetheless, the overhead for the storage correlates
with the number of operations applied for particular document or collection. Tailable cursor, unlike
usual cursor in the database, remains open after the client exhausted an initial cursor. When the
user adds new data into a collection, the tailable cursor still retrieves documents. An initial handle
of query might be pretty expensive, but when initial cursor is exhausted, further retrievals for new
documents are not that expensive.
First experiment:
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For “why - provenance” MapReduce framework is used for test databases with different sizes. The
calculated time is total for processing of workflow and for the script written in JavaScript to create
provenance. Calculations estimate time overhead in a range between 69% to 78%.
Space overhead for “why - provenance” is depending on the document size. Initially, JSON/BSON
requires 12 bytes for object ID storage which is also primary key in MongoDB.
Three iterations have been used for different amounts of data. The first iteration included collection
of 100 users’ records and 900244 reports’ records (Fig. 25). The initial size of data for input in
database is equal to 34 MB. After insertion in database total amount of memory for both collections
without provenance is equal to 129 MB, but considering all the connections with users and entities
in suggestion array final amount of data with provenance is equal to 800 MB. The second test
included dataset with initial size of 223 MB, but after insertion into database amount of data with
provenance increased considerably compared to the previous experiment. Initial size of data for
the final test increased insignificantly compared to the second one. Anyway, amount of memory
required for provenance storage is the biggest one among all three experiments. All the results are
reflected in Fig. 26.

Figure 25 Console output for User entities
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Figure 26 Space overhead for “Why - provenance” against data size.
Second experiment:
Special JavaScript functions are used for the same sets of data from the previous experiment to
measure time overheads. Console output for this script is represented in Fig. 27. For the collection
with an initial size of 34 MB without provenance, the time overhead is 8442 ms. The time overhead
for the same collection with provenance is 9523 ms. For the second experiment the time overhead
without provenance is 27963 ms and with provenance is 58942 ms which shows significant growth
in time. In the final experiment time overheads for data without provenance and the one with
provenance are 35324 ms and 71932 ms correspondingly. All the results for time overhead
experiments are represented in Fig. 28.

Figure 27 JavaScript for time overheads
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Figure 28 Time overhead for “Why - provenance” against data size.
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5.

CONCLUSION

The following section gives an overview for thesis, answers research question, describes
limitations and possibilities for the future work on this topic.
What is the provenance data, what applications use it, and what kind of applications benefit
from it?
The first research question was to understand the essence of data provenance. To answer this and
other research questions, literature review has been made on this topic. In general, data provenance
is a structure that describes all the steps that particular data went through to get the final result. It
allows to verify correctness and quality of data. There are few ways to describe provenance, such
as coarse – grain and fine – grain. Also, there are few types of provenance implementation, such
as How – provenance, Why – provenance, and Where – provenance. All of them have been
described in this work.
Since the data provenance is included in any scientific workflow, it is used not only in Scientific
Workflow Management Systems, but also in citizen science and many others. During the literature
review several SWMS have been described. Unfortunately, there were no scientific articles about
data provenance in citizen science applications and that is why so little applications are considered
in comparative analysis chapter.
What are the benefits of provenance in databases?
Answering the second research question, overview of requirements for citizen science applications
and existing NoSQL databases has been taken into consideration. In general, data provenance
provides security due to the fact that it might be used for audit. It also allows to verify data quality.
Nevertheless, experiments of this thesis show that although storage of provenance might be
necessary, it requires a lot of memory and also depends on complexity of database structure.
Furthermore, despite the fact that parallel processes are used for it, provenance storage may also
lead to time overheads. This leads us to the drawbacks of the data provenance in databases – some
queries may take time and responses’ size may increase dramatically, especially in complex
databases with the high level of interaction between entities.
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How provenance structure can be applied to citizen science application databases and assess
the performance?
To answer this question, test database has been built during the experiment stage. Entity
parameters of the database are reflecting interaction between users to track the history of changes.
Since during this thesis work only test database has been created, provenance reflects only reports
suggestions and updates. If user uploads initial report and updates it later all the history of
interaction with this particular report will be tracked in provenance file. Thus, data provenance
allows to verify and prove quality and correctness of contributed data.
Limitations
Although the research has reached its aims, there are several limitations. Due to the fact that only
test dataset is used in this project, the system has been tested for particular amount of records only.
Additionally, as it was mentioned before in comparative analysis, it is impossible to define
particular categories that would be common for most of the citizen science applications.
One more limitation is that developed prototype is not available for public testing. Moreover, it
has been tested only through the console, but it is possible to apply this experience to web or
mobile application, due to the fact that all protocols for interaction between database and
application are stated in documentation for MongoDB and its frameworks.
Based on the experience gained during the implementation and experiment phases, author acquired
knowledge of working with NoSQL database systems, NodeJS platform, and additional
frameworks. One of the most important disadvantages of the used framework for data provenance
tracking is its’ output – sometimes prototype may return incorrect data about provenance. Having
this information in mind, for the future research author would like to spend more time on
considering a proper framework that reflects all needs.
Today technology improves very rapidly. Although proposed prototype meet demands, more
efficient database system is required for the real implementation such as high performance
database systems.
Here comes another point of view – level of interaction of users and citizens. Performance is one
of the major characteristics of citizen science application and underlying database. Sufficient level
of performance might be gained by using distributed database systems, since such approach may
not be applied to relational databases only.
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Future work
While this thesis focused on research of data provenance in citizen science domain, there are still
a lot of opportunities for the future work to extend current topic. First of all, as it was mentioned
before, the prototype should be developed for web and mobile platforms, such as iOS, Android, or
Windows.
Additional parameters and categories might be implemented in project to unify data in order to
make it more accessible for third – party citizen science projects. Additionally, to improve
accessibility it is possible to build and API so third – party projects could get the data in predicated
and standardized format.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: JavaScript snippet for User entity
var MongoClient = require('mongodb').MongoClient;
var url =
"mongodb://127.0.0.1:27017,127.0.0.1:27018,127.0.0.1:27019/appDB?authSource=admin&rep
licaSet=rs0";
var fakeFirsts = ['Nimit', 'Dave', 'Will', 'Charlotte',
'Jacob','Ethan','Sophia','Emma','Madison'];
var fakeLasts = ["Alley", 'Stacky', 'Fullstackerson', 'Nerd',
'Ashby', 'Gatsby', 'Hazelnut', 'Cookie', 'Tilde', 'Dash'];
MongoClient.connect(url, function (err, db) {
if (err) throw err;
var dbo = db.db("mydb");
console.time("inputUsersTime");
var myobj = randomUsersArray(10);
dbo.collection("Users").insertMany(myobj, function (err, res) {
if (err) throw err;
console.log("Number of documents inserted: " + res.insertedCount);
console.log(console.timeEnd("inputUsersTime"));
db.close();
});
});
function randomUsersArray(arraySize) {
var array = [];
for (var i = 0; i < arraySize; i++) {
array.push({ firstName: fakeFirsts[Math.floor(Math.random() *
fakeFirsts.length)],
secondName: fakeLasts[Math.floor(Math.random() * fakeLasts.length)], age:
'24',
memberSince: new Date()});
}
return array;
}

Appendix B: Oplog implementation
var MongoClient = require('mongodb').MongoClient;
var MongoDB = require('mongodb');
// To track the oplog we need the oplog URL
var oplogurl =
"mongodb://127.0.0.1:27017,127.0.0.1:27018,127.0.0.1:27019/local?authSource=admin&rep
licaSet=rs0";
// Open the connection to the database
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MongoClient.connect(oplogurl, function(err, db) {
// Get to oplog collection
if (err) throw err;
var dbo = db.db("mydb");
dbo.collection("Users", function(err, oplog) {
// Find the highest timestamp
oplog.find({}, {
ts: 1
}).sort({
$natural: -1
}).limit(1).toArray(function(err, data) {
lastOplogTime = data[0].ts;
// If there isn't one found, get one from the local clock
if (lastOplogTime) {
queryForTime = {
$gt: lastOplogTime
};
} else {
tstamp = new MongoDB.Timestamp(0, Math.floor(new Date().getTime() /
1000))
queryForTime = {
$gt: tstamp
};
}
// Create a cursor for tailing and set it to await data
cursor = oplog.find({
ts: queryForTime
}, {
tailable: true,
awaitdata: true,
oplogReplay: true,
numberOfRetries: -1
});
// Wrap that cursor in a Node Stream
stream = cursor.stream();
// And when data arrives at that stream, print it out
stream.on('data', function(oplogdoc) {
console.log(oplogdoc);
});
});
});
});
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